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Contre-jour
When people or animals move along a loose surface of sand or soil, they
leave traces. These prints made by feet or paws ‘describe’ what’s
underfoot and remind us of the original meaning of the word
choreography: ‘to write with movement’.
Contre-jour is set on a stretch of sand. Five performers walk, run, hop,
move like cats on hands and feet to create a diversity of ‘im-pressions’ only to erase them to make way for new symbols, new choreography. But
also to vanish, because leaving traces can be dangerous: you might be
entering someone’s property illegally or trying to pass a border unseen.

In Contre-jour, the movements leave impressions, in the loose sand but
also in the spectator’s memory. Five bodies pass by through the desolate
landscape, as if it were a film. Five individuals helping one another as a
group in collective movements, solos and duets. In dance and live singing.
Solace and resistance reverberate through the interplay of togetherness
and solitude.
Contre-jour is the latest performance by not standing, the company led
by Alexander Vantournhout, where every creation originates from
fundamental movement study. After the duet Through the Grapevine and
the location performance Screws, both selected for the Theaterfestival,
Alexander Vantournhout now - for the first time - chooses to fully embrace
the role of choreographer and gives the stage to a cast of five performers
with diverse backgrounds in dance, musical, circus and more.

Inspirations
In- / ex-scribe
Contre-jour is a choreography that simultaneously re-takes and questions the original meaning
of that very notion, i.e. ‘writing movements’. The dance will leave its traces and tracks, but as
soon as the dancers have moved on a couple of meters, the traces are already overwritten.
Through this paradoxical moment of in- and ex-scription, Contre-jour tries to make the audience
aware of the trajectory of the dancer. This way the performance visualizes the utopian idea that
one can directly visualize or correctly remember the dancers’ choreography while seeing the
traces in the sand.
Sweepers
Sweeping the sand serves to keep track of how many people crossed the border from Mexico to
the United States. The border patrol sweeps the sand with tires and other DIY-sweepers, in
order to clean the surface. As migrants cross mostly at night, the next morning, thanks to the
sweeping, the border patrol can see clearer, from footprints, where and how many people
crossed that area. The method is meant for statistics. Also cameras, heath and shock sensors
are used.
Direct registration
In/ex-scribing movements is not only a state-affair, one that is related to the importance of
movement traces for border surveillance and in war-like situations. Making one’s movements
invisible or producing misleading inscriptions may also be a matter of life or death in the animal
world. It is therefore also interesting to look at how animals minimize or change their direct
traces.
Direct registering is an ipsi- or homolateral gait of four legged animals (left-left paw followed by
right-right paw), where the animal places each hind paw (almost) directly in the print of the
corresponding fore paw. This is also called ‘perfect walking’. Cats can thus minimize their own
tracks as, while they walk, they leave what may look like single file prints (instead of double),
one right in line with the other.
Direct registering provides sure footing for their hind paws when they navigate rough terrain.
Animals that stalk their prey carefully choose where they place their front feet, so they do not
break twigs or make other noises. Then the quadrupedals place their hind feet in the exact spot,
so they can locomote silently from place to place. Cats, felines and ringtails, … will show perfect
registering; dogs however, have lost their ability to register. Just as horses lost their ability to run
ipsilaterally, with the exception of the Icelandic horse, thanks to the volcanic landscape in the
island. For Contre-jour, also the locomotions of animals like snakes, reptiles or water striders
were researched to nourish our movement research.

Relationship with earlier projects
There is an inherent link with how the movement material was generated in previous
creations: the inspiration from contexts that are not directly connected to contemporary
dance or theatre. Martial arts, circus, sports and also animal physiognomy and
locomotion are reoccurring sources of inspiration.
‘Found footage’ is treated as a movement material - choreographically. It is a form of
recontextualisation - the work does not deal with pure or formal movement-character of
the material, but it focuses on the residue of recontextualisation, that still sticks to
remaining dance-, choreographic-, or movement-material in its original signification.
To put it in another way, recontextualising stays, as the verbs already suggest, the initial
context continues to resonate (just like the sports or circus in Screws). This is the core of
the research Alexander Vantournhout conducts over and over again.
With Contre-jour a dimension might be added, namely the problem of in/exscription that
evokes the notion of choreography as such. As in previous performances,
choreographies are made in Contre-jour too. Although more reflexively: the
choreography is at the same time a meta-choreography (a commentary on the notion of
choreography), but without becoming conceptual - the emphasis on physical actions
remains far too important, even primordial.
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not standing was founded by choreographer Alexander Vantournhout.
Alexander Vantournhout (Brussels, 1989) studied cyr wheel and juggling at
ESAC (Ecole Supérieure des Arts du Cirque) and contemporary dance at
P.A.R.T.S. (Performing Arts Research and Training Studios) in Brussels.
Alexander Vantournhout's physical language bears the influences of a varied
education and working circumstances. However, it is marked by two constants:
his search for the creative and kinetic potential in physical limitation, and the
relationship or boundary between performer and object.
2014 marked the premiere of his first piece, Caprices, a choreographic solo
set to the music of Sciarrino. Aneckxander (2015), a second solo, co-created
with Bauke Lievens, won the CircusNext Prize, as well as the Young Theatre
Prize and the Audience Prize at Theater Aan Zee (Ostend, 2015) and the
Aerowaves network. His first duet Raphael (2017) was also co-created with
Bauke Lievens.
In 2018, Alexander Vantournhout created La Rose en Céramique, a movement
solo that accompanied Scali Delpeyrat's theatrical solo at the Avignon Festival.
His first piece for four men, Red Haired Men, followed shortly afterwards. In
Screws, created in 2019, Alexander Vantournhout guides the audience,
accompanied by 4 dancer-acrobats, on a journey of reverberating microperformances, ranging from short solos and duets to group choreographies.
With Through the Grapevine (2020), Alexander Vantournhout returns the duet
format. This is his first real duet and is to some extent inspired by the concept
of Aneckxander (2015). The body is reintroduced in a very pure way and the
performance dives into the creative and kinetic potential of physical limitations,
a theme that is reflected throughout Alexander Vantournhout's work.In Contrejour, Alexander Vantournhout is now for the first time taking on the role of
choreographer and giving the floor to a group of five performers from various
backgrounds: dance, musical theatre, circus, etc. The premiere takes place in
November 2021 at the CENTQUATRE in Paris.
Aneckxander (2016) as well as Screws (2020), Through the Grapevine (2021)
and Snakearms (2021) were selected for the TheaterFestival, the prize for the
most outstanding Belgian performances.
Alexander Vantournhout is artist-in-residence at the Vooruit Art Centre in
Ghent and at PERPLX in Marke, associate artist of the CENTQUATRE Paris
and the Cirque-théâtre Elbeuf. He is a cultural ambassador of the city of
Roeselare. Alexander Vantournhout is supported by the BNP Paribas
Foundation for the development of his projects.

Philomène Authelet is an interdisciplinary
movement artist from Luxembourg,
currently living in Belgium. In recent years
she has studied circus, athletics, martial
arts, contemporary dance, yoga and tai-chi.

Ariadna Gironès Mata is a dancer and creator
from Barcelona. After her studies at SEAD in
Salzburg, she worked with Roberto Olivan, Keren
Levi, Claudio Rojas, Tom Dale and Les
Argonautes. In recent years she has also
appeared in The Sea Within by Lisbeth Gruwez /
Voetvolk. Ariadna is an often invited teacher and
regularly teaches at Deltebre Dansa, ESAC,
Impulstanz and more.

Noémi Devaux comes from Marseille, the city known for its
melting pot of cultures and art forms. At a young age she came
into contact with circus and developed a passion for
movement. She immersed herself in contemporary dance and
thus developed a movement language on the border between
circus and dance. Noémi studied at ENACR, followed by a
circus study where she immersed herself in aerial acrobatics
and arial hope. Today she is attached to the Centre Nationale
des Arts du Cirque (CNAC) in Marseille.

Aymará Parola is a dancer and performance
artist born in Argentina and based in Brussels
since 2009. Her first dance steps were taken
in traditional Argentine folk dance and ballet.
Currently she is active in contemporary
dance, theatre and performative arts. Since
2011 Aymará has been working closely with
the dance company Ultima Vez / Wim
Vandekeybus, choreographer Ayelen Parolin
and director Ariah Lester.

Tina Breiova is from Prague. She completed her studies at
P.A.R.T.S. and has since worked with Roberto Olivan, Milan
Tomásik and Thomas Ryckewaert. She was also invited for the
music video ANIMA by Paul Thomas Anderson with the music of
Thom Yorke. With her research collective Ferus Animi//Terra
Nova, Tina investigates contemporary movement language in
close connection with scientific concepts.

DRAMATURGY / Sébastien Hendrickx works as a dramaturge, art critic, performing
artist and teacher. Previously he was artistic director of Bâtard Festival and house
dramaturge at KVS Brussels. As a production dramaturge he has been working for
Benjamin Verdonck, Thomas Bellinck, Jozef Wouters, Simon Allemeersch, Heike
Langsdorf, Ula Sickle, Piet Arfeuille, David Weber-Krebs, Alexander Vantournhout,
Luanda Casella, Mette Edvardsen and Bosse Provoost. In 2014 he won the Marie-Kleine
Gartman prize for his essay Art pretending to be something other than art and in 2016 the
prize for young art criticism for a review on Jan Fabre's Mount Olympus. Since June 2014
he has been part of the core editorial staff of the performing arts magazine Etcetera. In
addition, he regularly publishes on visual art in De Witte Raaf. He teaches Drama at the
KASK/School of Arts in Ghent. He recently finished his first performance The Good Life,
which will be shown in, among others, NTGent and KANAL Brussel in 2021.

DRAMATURGY / Rudi Laermans is professor of social theory at the Faculty of Social
Sciences of the KULeuven. Laermans is also involved in the theoretical programme of
P.A.R.T.S.. As a guest professor, Laermans has collaborated with various art academies
such as the Design Academy in Eindhoven and the Willem De Kooning Academy in
Rotterdam, the Royal Danish Art Academy in Copenhagen, the Malmö Art Academy and
DOCH School of Dance and Circus in Stockholm. Laermans has published numerous
essays and books on social and cultural theory, cultural politics and participation,
contemporary dance and visual arts. Laermans fulfilled the role of dramaturge for many
contemporary choreographers such as Ula Sickle, Eleanor Bauer and Alexander
Vantournhout.

MUSIC DRAMATURGY & COACH / Mezzo-soprano Fabienne Séveillac graduated as
Master in Performance Voice from New York's Brooklyn College. In 2009 she received
the prestigious Robert Starr Award for best interpretation of a contemporary work. She
focuses primarily on the interpretation and education of music from the 20th and 21st
centuries. Fabienne can be found on stages all over the world. She is active as a singer
and co-artistic director of the soundinitiative ensemble in Paris and she also founded
HYOID, her own vocal ensemble focused on contemporary music. As a committed
pedagogue she has recently been active in conservatories in St Quentin and CRR in
Reims, P.A.R.T.S. school in Brussels and works as a vocal coach & outside ear for
numerous artists including Eric Arnal Burtschy, Eleanor Bauer & Chris Peck, Ula Sickle,
David Williamson, Alexander Vantournhout and Sanja Mitrović.

LIGHT / Harry Cole studied the art of light as an assistant in light design at HetPaleis. In
1997 he started as a freelance lighting designer for various directors and houses such as
Jan Fabre, Alain Platel, Arne Sierens, Voetvolk/Lisbeth Gruwez, Het Gevolg, hetPaleis,
KVS, Dito Dito, Young@Heart Chorus Northampton USA, RuhrTriennale. Cole also
shares his knowledge as a professor at RITCS in Brussels (where he is also Head of
Stage Techniques), STEPP, Sabbattini etc.
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